
This is your heart…



This is your heart

with labels.



Cut it open… … and peer inside.

The finger is

holding up a

tricuspid valve flap.





Right atrium.  Imagine trying to figure this out looking at this piece of meat.



Pulmonary valve open… Pulmonary valve closed.



Galen born in Pergamum in 129 AD (died ca. 210 AD) and also

lived in Alexandria and Rome.  He was a gladiatorial physician

for a while in Pergamum, which, no doubt, exposed him to all

sorts of anatomical and physialogical things.

He was also physician to several emperors from the late 2nd and

early 3rd centuries AD.  This was the heyday of gladiatorlial

games.

Believe it or not, it was not allowed to dissect human bodies in

this period, so he relied mostly on dissections of pigs and

monkeys and his observations from gladitorial injuries, which

were no doubt quite graphic.  He also read Herophilus and

Erasistratus, 3rd c. BC, Stoic, GrecoAlexandrian dissectors, very

carefully.



From the Greek physcian Hippocrates (fl. 5th c. BC, a mysterious

figure a bit like Pythagoras) Galen adopted the humoral and

Aristotelian elemental/quality theory of health.  You guessed it, all of

these come in 4s.

Pulse and urine were favorite diagnostic tools.  He also examined any

excretion and compared colors and consistancies and “hottnesses”

and “wettnesses”  of things.



Let us start with the Galenic Heart and how life works…

First step in making spiritus or pneuma….

Eat.

Food is digested (sort of cooked and ground up) in the stomach and

turned into chyle.  This is then sent via the venous system to the liver

where it is converted into blood and nutritive-spirit.  For all practical

purposes this nutritive spirit is part of the blood, but in many discussions

of it Galen describes it as being a separate entity that is carried by the

blood.  Keep in mind that spiritus and pneuma both suggest gasses or

vapors or even spirits or souls.

This nutritive-spirit-laden blood nourishes the entire body via the venous

system and a good portion of it goes to the heart.

Poop, pee, sweat, vomit, spit, blow nose, exhale, pop pimple, exfoliate,

grow hair… etc.



This is, roughly

speaking, how

Galen and many

people in

general

imagined the

heart worked.
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The life center

was the heart, a

fiery alchemical

furnace sort of

place, where

the Vital

Spiritus is

created from a

combination of

heart heat and

something vital

from the from

the air…

This is

transported

throughout the

body via the

arterial system.

Arteria in

Greek means

“windpipe.”
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Blood didn’t

circulate, it just

sort of jiggled

outward.  There

was no circuit.

It didn’t go

around and

around.  It was

produced in the

liver and it

made its way to

the extremities

and was either

converted into

something else

and was

eventually

expelled or it

was simply

expelled.



Galenic diagram of the

“cardio-pulmonary”

system.  Difficult to

follow.

Although this looks

circulatory, it is not.

Circulatory theory didn’t

become the norm until the

17th c.



3 Systems and “Spirits”

of the Galenic Theory

Animal Spiritus (psychic

pneuma): soul or anima -

mental activity, motion,

sensation, eg. carried vision

via nerve tubes from eye to

brain.  Mostly located in the

brain.

Vital Spiritus or pneuma:

heart beat, rhythm, re-

spiration.  Life-giving blood

in heart and arterial system.

Narural-Nutritive

Spiritus:
nutrition, growth, distributed

by blood.  Originated in liver

and distributed by venous

system.



teleology: an explanation of phenomenon by purpose

Teleology is favorite with religious explanations… like intelligent design.  The human

body is designed for particular purposes.  The human body is perfectly designed by a

creator.  Customized for the role it is to serve…

Most medical and physiological theory tends to be teleological.  We all think that way

from time to time.  It’s hard not to.

Galenic teleology taken to the extreme:

-Nostrils face down so that rain won’t get in them.  Reasonable

-We have fingernails so that we can open beer cans.

-We have laps so that we can set lap-tops in them.

Everything has a purpose.

-Bananas are peelable so that we can more easily eat them.

-Giraffes are tall so that they can reach food that is way up high.

-Birds have wings so that they can fly.



This is different from  the Darwinian view…

-Bananas are coincidentally peelable.  The fact that they are so easily

peelable is a function of our cultural selection of particular variations of

banana.

-Giraffes are tall because taller ones survived better and reproduced

more in a world where food happened to be way up high.

-Birds have wings because dinosaurs which by chance had a little more

skin between their arms and their bodies could jump a little further…

The human body is “designed” the way it is due to nature selecting from

pseudo-random variations.



Hippocrates of Chios (or

Cos) (ca. 460- ca.370)

inspecting a Plague Bubo

(from a manuscript from

1460 - Dresden)

Notice the container for

urine or puss.  Pretty.

Disease was an imbalance of the humors.  Too much blood might cause a headache…

so drain off some blood… try leeches or small cuts.  A cold might be caused by too

much phlegm… blow your nose.  Other humors might be extracted by cupping (see

photo above) which is sort of a combination of low pressure sucking with heat.

Every doctor had different ideas about how all this worked.





Hippocratic/Galenic Complexio or Temperament

(Heavily developed by Avicenna, see later)

Balance of qualities:

hot, cold, dry, wet

Qualities reflected in the

humors:

-phlem

-yellow/red bile (choler),

-black bile (melancholy),

-Blood

…the humors come

together and produce

tissues, tissues make up

organs, and organs make

up the body.

Qualities related to the elements:

fire

air

water

earth

Every human had an innate

complexion determined at birth in

part due to astronomical

arrangements.



Who you are depends on how the materials that you are made of were

informed by pneuma/spiritus/cosmic-emanations at your conception.

The Agent Intellect and the other Intellects (Planets and angels and fates

and the like…) above inform your you-ness (you-esse).

This is often referred to generally as Hippocratic/Galenic Complexio or

Temperament and was heavily developed by Avicenna in his medical

theory which dominated medical theory into the 17th century.

Qualities reflected in the

humors:

phlegm,

-yellow/red bile (choler),

-black bile (melancholy),

-Blood

…the humors come together and

produce tissues, tissues make up

organs, and organs make up the

body.

Elements:

earth, water, air, fire

Elements exhibit qualities:

hot, cold, dry, wet

Every human has an innate

complexion determined at birth

in part due to astronomical

arrangements..



 

Aristotelian

Matter

and Galenic Humoral

Medical Theory

Relationships.

4s everywhere

Fire

  Air        Earth

Water

Hot Dry

Wet  Cold

Choler
Blood Melancholy

Phlegm

(Alchemy)
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An astrological arrangement.

A blank form for a

geniture/nativity horoscope

How Astrology fits in.



This Aristotelian map of

the cosmos actually

shows most of what has

been discussed so far.

The 10+ spheres.

The 4 elements.

The planets.

Precession adjustments:

The outer ring is the

astrological coordinate

system and the 2 rings

lower are the actual

constellations.  As you

can see, at about 3:00,

Pisces is in Aries.  This

is from the 16th century.

Now things have

changed a bit and the sun

is dawning in Aquarius,

Aqu-air-ee-us.





This person (an Aries) was born in the Spring near the equinox.  The moon

was full (in Libra), but Venus cannot possibly be in Capricorn because

Venus is sort of tied to the sun.  (It’s the morning and evening star.) But

replace Venus with Saturn, evil Saturn, and you can start making sense of

astrology.  A 3:2 (P5) cosmic ratios is indicated in the diagram on the left.

The job of the astrologer is to figure all the locations out and then interpret

what it all means.



Micro to Maco Cosmos

Medicine and astrology were nearly always linked to one another.

Galen explicitely promotes this idea though he gives very little detail.





…some illustrations

of popular medical

procedures.









This is the medical

theory which sought a

balance of humors,

which in practice often

required the removal of

an excess humor.

From the archeological

museum in Athens.  This

method goes way back.





These are from the

archeological

museum in Athens.

These are roughly a

couple of thousand

years old.











A 273



Again, this is from

the archeological

museum in Athens.








